Site Features:

1) Northwest Entrance Plaza - The primary building entry is located off the Art Walk and faces the Science Commons.

2) South East Entrance - This entry provides access from Seventh Street.

3) Planetarium Entrance - This entry serves the public for planetarium events that are open to the community and K-12 school children.

4) Utility Tunnel - A branch utility tunnel connects a partial mechanical basement with the existing campus utility tunnel that runs under the Art Walk.

5) Service Yard - Located adjacent to the main mechanical rooms, this loading area provides delivery and service access.

6) Service Drive - This drive from Seventh Street is planned to connect to Science I and Martin/Williamson Hall.

7) Biofiltration Swale - A vegetative system will hold stormwater and treat stormwater from the vehicular drive.

8) Electrical Equipment - A screen enclosure will house an emergency generator and transformers.

9) Science Commons - This existing lawn is emerging as a shared outdoor focal point for the disciplines within the College of Science, Health & Engineering.

10) Walkway - This new walkway provides a direct link between Science I and the existing Science Building and will include a site stair.

11) Landscaping - Plantings, plaza trees and lawn areas.
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